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Introduction

Background: 

In his book, Whatever, Michel Houellebeque wrote: “I observe right away that people generally go 

around in bands, or in little groups --- Next I notice that all these people seem satisfied with 

themselves and the world; it's astonishing, even a little frightening. They quietly saunter around, 

this one displaying a quizzical smile, that one a moronic look. Some of the youngsters are dressed 

in leather jackets with slogans borrowed from the more primitive kind of hard rock; you can read 

phrases on their backs like Kill them all!or Fuck and destroy!; but all commune in the certainty of 

passing an agreeable afternoon devoted primarily to consumerism, and thus to contributing to the 

consolidation of their being.”i

The quote illustrates the condition of our current time where culture and meaning has been negated 

by the process of consumption. From the quote we can clearly see ambivalence towards identity. 

Houellebecq's book has captured perfectly the pervasive emptiness of human life. 

Fashion has always been a mirror of the society, and what does it says about our society today when 

fashion has turned so banal that it is almost impossible to tell one from another. What does it say 

about our society when people's identity changes as the season changes with exponential 

acelleration.



Project Idea:

 

The idea of this project is to create a critical commentary on how the fashion world and the world in 

general has changed. During the last decades, fashion changes so fast, seasons come and go and the 

old Spring/Summer, Fall/Winter collections are not enough anymore. Now we have Resort and Pre-

Fall as an addition to the original instalment. Customers expect new goods at least every month if  

not every week. Trends changes so fast to the point if you observed a fashionista she will look 

schizophrenic because of how often she changes her persona. Fashion has ceased to become 

creative or critical. The pressure on commercialism has led the industry into a machine with no 

substance geared to churn up more products with little regards to creativity, sustainability and the 

environment. The direction this change is going is frankly alarming, yet, with all the rigid system 

and the pressure on commercialism there is only so much that one can do. Referring to Michel 

Houellebeqc and his book Whateverii, with this project I'm trying to bring more awareness to the

state of our time.

How: 

To create this project, the first step would be to do a literature review, finding facts and thoughts 

about the current event the project is trying to dissect. The next step is to find key points regarding 

the findings that are solid enough to be treated as an inspiration. After a solid inspiration is found, 

an in depth research and reflection regarding the inspiration follows. Findings from such research 

will lead  to key looks that should be put on the collection. Sketching and fabric sampling follows 

because the availability of fabrics factors a lot in the presentation of the whole look. Next comes the 

prototyping, trying out patterns in cheaper fabric to see how the garments actually look like, after all  

the prototypes and alterations of the prototypes are done we can finally make the final looks with 

the actual fabrics. The last step would be the photo shoot that will compile the whole look and the 

message that we are trying to get across. 



Why: 

In our age, producers, corporations and media has blinded us with their advertising campaign, 

reality TV shows, facebook, and other form of information overload to prevent us from actually 

seeing what's happening. Aldous Huxley argues in his book Brave New Worldiii that the way for a 

state to control us is not through police force ala George Orwell's 1984iv, but through comfort and 

conditioning. We are being conditioned to not think. The visual way we share information today has 

shortened our attention span, we lose our ability to introspect, we questions less and less things, we 

accept whatever the media are feeding us without ever doubting them, we even let ourself be 

isolated from each other in form of social media. We no longer see what's real, what we perceived 

as real is the image of reality as argued by Jean Baudrillard in his book Simulacra and Simulationv. 

This separation has heightened our loneliness and isolation. To compensate, we consume more and 

more goods in hope that in having them, we will also acquire the image that they represent. We no 

longer have an identity of ourself, instead we 'buy' our identity through our goods. We are indeed 

the generation of Whatever, generation who has lost the sense of self and identity so much that we 

became whatever it is that was spoon fed to us at the time.

A lot of our modern problem caused by the confusion of our identity, acceptance and the dizzying 

speed of change. People didn't have the time to process experiences and thoughts properly because 

they kept being bombarded by new informations but so far, very few people realized this. Therefore 

I'm trying to create a collection that mirrored and criticized the society in order to create more  

awareness to the problem at hand. I believe that the first step to change is to identify and to be be 

aware of the problem at hand. Hopefully, this project will make people re-think about their 

everyday choices and to become more aware of what the market and producers pushed upon us, 

enabling us to make more sound and aware actions. 



Research

1. The state of the Consumer Society

Caroline Evans quoted in her book Fashion at the Edge that according to Elizabeth Wilton, fashion 

is as much a part of the dream world of capitalism as its economyvi. It illustrates that fashion reflects 

the signs and images of our time.  

At it's heart, fashion demands perfection, coupled with it's high turnover rate it has turned into a 

capitalist machine that it is today. Emma Hope Allwood recently wrote on Dazed and Confused 

magazine that “For insiders, the system of seasons and shows has become so familiar that it’s 

impossible to imagine abiding by any other calendar, or to conceive of a break in the cycle – despite 

suffering from what The Business of Fashion founder and editor-in-chief Imran Amed dubs “fashion 

week fatigue”.  Each season brings more shows, campaigns, tweets and live streams, with even 

designers like Jacquemus and J.W.Anderson now adding the (admittedly money-spinning) mid-

season collections to their output. Fashion weeks are profitable, too: with New York estimated to be 

worth $900m (more than the Super Bowl), it’s no surprise that growth is encouraged.”vii

Fashion critics Suzy Menkes also wrote in her article We are All Guilty for This Messviii that the 

reason why long-serving fashion executives have been replaced in recent years by chief executive 

officers whose history is in ice cream, yogurt or other marketable products suggest that the tendency 

for fashion brands to hire from the consumer goods industry suggests that luxury companies are 

hoping to follow the rapid expansion into emerging markets of groups like Danone, Procter & 

Gamble or Unilever over the past two decades. It is easy to understand the logic of this change: Out 

go executives with an intimate and hands-on understanding of product; in come those with a grasp 

of global marketing.



Menkez also noted in another article, Dirty Pretty Things that new, commodified attitude reigns in 

the once genteel world of high fashion. “Loyalty, discretion and respect for the artistic temperament  

of designers are values that have all but disappeared now that the concept of each fashion house as a 

“family” has mostly vanished. Instead, there is a cut-throat, market-driven industry, with mutual 

distrust rife between fashion houses, their chief executives and their designers.” ix, Menkez wrote. 

What has changed the fashion world so drastically? Is it fashion itself or are we looking at a smaller 

portion of a bigger picture that is the world's economic system? On a closer look, in just the past 

100 years (mostly the last 5 decades) human numbers have quadrupled to 7 billion, energy uses has 

increased 16-fold, fish catches grew by an unsustainable factor of 35 and industrial production is up 

more than 40-fold. To produce food and other goods for people, industrial processes now fix more 

atmospheric nitrogen and inject it into terrestrial ecosystem than do all natural causes, and yet,  

according to William R. Caton, Jr in Overshoot: The Ecological Basis of Revolutionary Change, 

calling out overconsumption is the last taboo of late stage western civilisationx. Talking about us 

consuming too much is simply not done in polite society. It tells us what we don’t want to hear: that 

we are hooked on consumption; that we do so want to have more than we need. 

Steve Smith argued in his article, Age of Dissent that “Consumerism was never just about buying 

stuff. It was about a faith in boundless economic growth. It was about binding our personal 

identities with the brands we bought and the market segments we inhabited. It was about 

accumulating more goods as ‘reward; for enduring less satisfying work lives. It was about social 

and community structures where shopping malls became centres of community, where suburbia and 

home ownership were vehicles for displaying our purchases.“xi Baudrillard also mentioned in his 

book Simulacra and Simulacrum, that “ The characteristic hysteria of our time: the hysteria of 

production and reproduction of the real. The other production, that of goods and commodities, that 

of la belle epoque of political economy, no longer makes any sense of its own, and has not for some 



time. What society seeks through production, and overproduction, is the restoration of the real 

which escapes it.”xii 

The conclusion from what both Baudrillard and Smith observation can be summed up in Guy 

Debord's statement which says “In societies dominated by modern conditions of production, life is 

presented as an immense accumulation of spectacles. Everything that was directly lived has receded 

into a representation. The spectacle is not a collection of images; it is a social relation between 

people that is mediated by images. It is the very heart of this real society's unreality. In all of its  

particular manifestations news, propaganda, advertising, entertainment the spectacle represents the 

dominant model of life. In both form and content the spectacle serves as a total justification of the 

conditions and goals of the existing system.”xiii

Therefore, our concept of 'self' or 'identity' is no longer what it used to be. It has been negated by 

consumerism, which has become the consolidation of our isolated being as Houellebeque illustrates

xiv. Guy Debord also described: “The reigning economic system is a vicious circle of isolation. Its 

technologies are based on isolation, and they contribute to that same isolation. From automobiles to 

television, the goods that the spectacular system chooses to produce also serve it as weapons for 

constantly reinforcing the conditions that engender "lonely crowds."”xv

Berman argued that a double-edged quality is a central feature of capitalism itself. For capitalist  

production depends on continual innovation, which fashion embodies, but innovation and novelty 

are the enemy of tradition and continuity; they produce a sense of instability and permanent 

dislocation. Furthermore, in order for things to be constantly built, they must be constantly pulled 

down, and the reverse of capitalist productivity is violent destructionxvi. Caroline Evans also quoted 

Feuerbach in her book mentioning that “Our era prefers the image to the thing, the copy to the 



original, the representation to the reality, appearance to being.”xvii 

All these arguments root back to the statement that Karl Marx made in his book Das Kapital, which 

describes that the description of commodity fetishism is a condition where workers are increasingly 

dehumanised and consumers begin to live out their lives in and through commoditiesxviii. Marx’s 

concept of the worker’s alienation through the processes of industrial production is fused with the 

image of people as spectacle and commodity; and, in the age of mass production, the commodity is  

no longer unique but endlessly repeatable as also observed by Caroline Evansxix. This is also a view 

that Houellebeque shares in his novel The Map and the Territory: “What defines a man? What's the 

question you first ask a man, when you want to find out about him? In some societies, you ask him 

first if he's married, if he has children; in our society, we ask first what his profession is. It's his 

place in the productive process, and not his status as reproducer, that above all defines Western 

man.”xx

With the statement above come the question, if identity is defined by a man's place in the 

productive process, what happens when the meaning of production are taken away away from them 

such as mentioned by Baudrillard in his book The Consumer Society where the role of people in 

today's world has shifted from being a producer into being a consumerxxi, where Marx took it even 

further by saying that people has become commodity itselfxxii. 

What happens to identity when the society are hit by a massive economic crisis such as the one we 

experience in Europe today? According to John Belainy Foster, “We are told that this is simply 

another economic crisis and we’re now in the midst of recovery… And we’ll be out of it and 

everything will be fine. What i’m trying to suggest here is that we’re facing something else. it isn’t 

simply a crisis in capitalism, it’s a crisis of capitalism, we’re in the midst of a structural crisis of our  

entire civilisation.”xxiii



Naomi Klein called such event where orchestrated raids on the public sphere happen in the wake of 

catathropic event combined with the treatment of disasters as exciting market opportunities  

“disaster capitalism” in her book The Shock Doctrinexxiv. Slavoj Zizek added to the statement in his 

book Living in the End Times that “The victim of all different forms of traumatic encounter, 

independent of their specific nature (social, natural, biological, symbolic), lead to the same result — 

a new subject emerges which survives its own death, the death (or erasure) of its symbolic identity. 

Its features are well known: a lack of emotional engagement, profound indifference and detachment 

— it is a subject who is no longer "in-the-world" in the Heideggerian sense of engaged embodied 

existence.”xxv 

2. Identity Crisis

The meaning of identity has been in much discourse over the years, in the wake of current events 

when identity has been stripped forcefully from people, came the question: what is left after identity 

is stripped?

Koolhaas also mentioned that to an extent identity is derived from physical substance, from the 

historical, from context, from the real. But the fact that human growth is exponential implies that  

the past and the real will at some point become too smallxxvi. This has also been implied by Jean 

Baudrillard in Simulacra and Simulation where it was pointed that it is not reality but a projection  

of reality that we live inxxvii, the same view that Guy Debord share in his book Society of the 

Spectaclexxviii. Will human eventually grown out of reality? Has this perpetual quest for 'character' 

nullified the meaning of identity?

For many years, people believe that identity insist on an essence, a point. People tend to interpret 

Sigmun Freud's 'Iceberg' model of personality as a core entity that's divided into different sections

xxix, while Jacques Lacan argues that there is no specific core within a person's personality, identity 



is something fluidxxx. This concept of fluid personality is recently made firmer by Julian Baggini in 

his book The Ego Trick. Baggini wrote that the titular ‘ego trick’ is the ability of the brain to 

(un)consciously create a uniform self from disparate, fluid character traits, which evolves over time 

and is far more contextually dependant than we might like to admit or be comfortable with xxxi. In 

short, the reader in one, five, or fifty years down the line, will not be the same reader that is sitting 

here reading this words, but his/her brain will be doing its best to convince them that it is.  The 

question is no longer about who am I, but how many am I. 

3. Multiple Personas

This phenomenon of a multiple self can be observed through some notable public figure. We have 

David Bowie whom within his 50 years of career has at least 9 different personas. He played one 

role to the next as fluidly as if he has never been anyone else. Bowie also stated that “I mean, if I've 

been at all responsible for people finding more characters in themselves than they originally thought 

they had, then I'm pleased, because that's something I feel very strongly about—that one isn't totally 

what one has been conditioned to think one is, that there are many facets of the personality, which a 

lot of us have trouble finding, & some of us do find too quickly."xxxii



Pic.11

Next we have Madonna, who within her career also tried multiple personas, from a virgin, to a 

whore, to a mother, to a diva, and many more.

Pic.22

1 http://sanebasicparticle.blogspot.se/2010/11/why-my-love-for-davie-bowie-flows.html
2 http://blog.getmusic.com.au/wp-content/blogs.dir/2/files/sites/2/2013/10/madonnahalloween.jpg



The most current one is Lady Gaga, she has so many personas within her career span that it proves 

to be impossible to pin point her actual personality. Hanna Flint from Daily Mail posed the question 

“Who is she today? Friends say the singer has totally taken on her onstage persona.”xxxiii

Pic.33

Pic.44

3 http://style.mtv.com//wp-content/uploads/style/2013/12/lady-gaga-bras-1.jpg



Through this observation it is clear that the speed of change of personas or identities are parallel to 

the speed of the manufacturing and information turn over. The overload of information and goods 

has separate us from our awareness and it has petrified us into a state of confusion. The faster the 

speed is the more superficial the relationships are. According to Houellebeque, establishing an 

absolute separation between an individual existence and the rest of the world is the only way in 

which we can conceive the world todayxxxiv. Marshall Berman also described in his book, All That is 

Solid Melts Into Air, that “To be modern is to find ourselves in an environment that promises us 

adventure, power, joy, growth, transformation of ourselves and the world and, at the same time, that 

threatens to destroy everything we have, everything we know, everything we are.”xxxv 

4. Resistance Against Excessive Consumerism in Fashion

In a society where the demands of an all-encompassing market economy have dissolved the barrier 

between private and public, the individual is at once a consumer and the consumed. The 

predicament that modernity has inevitably put us through is indeed discomfiting. Robin Lawrence,  

curator based in Vancouver mentioned that “Much postmodern art production is not sustainable in 

the long run. In opposition to the postmodern trend toward large, glossy, and expensive production, 

many emerging and established artist are working with found and salvaged materials, discarded 

objects, and even detritus in what could be seen as a ‘shabby’ or ‘garbage’ aesthetic. although 

hardly a new strategy, - much of what defines the new aesthetic has been developing for years- it 

draws attention to everyday waste and overconsumption.”xxxvi 

 Throughout the years there are some designers who refused to conform to the norm and started up 

their own resistance movement. For example, Vivienne Westwood circa 1970s. When Westwood 

first started her career as a designer she is highly influenced by her boyfriend at the time, Malcom 

Mclaren who is a huge sympatizer of the Situationist movement led by Guy Debordxxxvii. Westwood 

rejects the conformity of the time by starting up the punk movement. Within her early collections  

4 http://i5.cdnds.net/13/13/450x450/style-stalker-lady-gaga-birthday.jpg



you can find quotes from Guy Debord printed on her garments. For example in the picture below 

she put the quote, “Be reasonable, demand the impossible”. The quote reflects the unattainable 

expectations from the industry and society, on how 'perfect' everything has to be, be it beauty, 

personality or lifestyle standard. The shirt with the quote is a part of the same early collection that  

will lead her into the punk movement with their rag tag aesthetic, unfinished details, deterioration,  

and fetish embellishment. 

Pic.55

Rei Kawakubo has her own brand of resistance as can be seen from Comme des Garcons's 

Autumn/Winter 1982-1983. Her collection of “Bag lady/Post Hiroshima” earned shock and 

discomfort from Parisian critics at the time. Her tattered, post apocalyptic clothes were meant to  

resemble the state of people in Japan after they were bombed. The collection also present the idea of 

wearing imperfect clothing as a proper clothing which at the time, were on the opposite end of the 

5 http://www.paulgormanis.com/?p=624



spectrum compared to all the elegant tailoring typical for Paris in early 80s. Although there were 

also some positive appraisals. Kawakubo were recognized as the pioneer of a new aesthetic with 

this collection. The imperfections that were in the collection is also a form or resistance against the  

machine made, perfect products, and against the 'perfect' beauty aesthetic of the fashion world. 

Pic.66              Pic.77

Another notable designer who resist against consumerism will be Maison Martin Margiela. For his 

Spring Summer 1994 collection was a retrospective pieces from his entire career up to that point, 

dyed grey, where the greyness of the collection erased all identity of the previous collection. The 

only way you can identify the collection is by the stencilled writings on the models’ necks. It pose 

as a critics of the over consumption the fashion industry perpetuates which demands new 

collections every 6 months in a believe that there will always be a new and better fashion. With the 

6 https://nuevemusas.wordpress.com/2010/04/22/hiroshima-chic-1982/
7 http://www.wornthrough.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/Rei-Kawakubo-and-Comme-des-Garcons-1990.jpg



recycled collections Margiella is clearly saying no to the concept of new and better fashion every 6 

months or less. It is also a question for identity where everything has been stripped and each object 

or people are represented by numbers. 

Pic.88

8 http://www.thirdlooks.com/2012/11/maison-martin-margiela-reference-guide/



5. Reflection/Summary

With the speed of change that we are in today, everyone is a state of information overload. Suzy 

Menkes wrote that “Faced with the near-impossible task of churning out eight or more collections a 

year, designers have to submit their once cast-iron authority and control to a “team.” And however 

good the relationship, the executives have to bow to the pressure to produce. The result is that 

designers today are no longer the heart and soul of their brands. They have become chattels, to be 

hired and fired — and can even find themselves cast out of the house that bears their name.“xxxviii 

Identity is nothing more than illusion for today's designers. The massive pressure of commercialism 

put upon the industry doesn't help the case either. Today, designers are interchangeable. Designers 

are now seen as commodities, brought in to revive flailing houses and to be disposed of when a 

fresher name comes along. Everyone is a great imitator and a great chameleon, identity is null and 

identifications proliferate. 

As expected, designers doesn't cope well being treated as a commodity, some designers has gone 

against the system such as Jean Paul Gaultier and Viktor & Rolf who have recently abandoned their 

ready to wear lines to focus on couture. Gaultier argued that “the frenetic pace of creating 

collections doesn't leave any freedom, nor the necessary time, to find fresh ideas and to innovate”

xxxix. One can say that Gaultier and Viktor & Rolf are one of the lucky ones, other designers doesn't 

cope quite so well under the stress and pressure of the industry. John Galliano committed a 

professional suicide as a way out of the pressure, in his recent interview for Vanity fair he 

mentioned that the pressure has left him “emotionally, spiritually, physically, mentally bankrupt,” 

relying on drink and drugs to “stop the voices” in his headxl. Another great designer that has 

succumbed to the pressure is Alexander Mcqueen, who committed suicide in 2010. 

And the question remains, how did we get here? How and when did we stop viewing people as a 

human being and started viewing and treating them as commodities? What happened to identity and 



humanity? The answer may lay in the separation between what is real and what we perceived as 

real. As Karl Marx has described in Das Kapitalxli, people turned into commodities with the 

industrialization process, now everything is commodities, people are more interested in the image 

than what it actually is which creates a more superficial relations.  This separation has heightened 

our loneliness and isolation. To compensate, we consume more and more goods in hope that in 

having them, we will also acquire the image that they represent. We no longer have an identity of 

ourself, instead we construct our identity through our goods. The notion of acquiring identity 

through consumption has allowed people to change their identity whenever they please. This state 

of impermanence where everybody is both everything and nothing at the same time has caused 

social anxiety, one that will only get worse the longer it goes on. 

This highlights the importance of critical fashion even more. It is now crucial to make people even 

more aware of the state of our current time, before it's too late and more damages are done. The 

longer we wait, the harder it'll be to reverse it. 



Design 

Having the principle of 'Whatever' for the project, it's only natural if we look back to the author 

Michel Houellebecq for inspiration. 

Paris has been the international capital of style for over three hundred years.Valerie Steele offers a 

penetrating social and cultural analysis of fashion in Paris in her book Paris Fashion: A Cultural 

History. Steele excels at revealing how fashion has been portrayed in the work of great French 

writers and artists, with fascinating chapters on the role of fashion in Balzac's novels--Balzac 

himself was usually horribly dressed--and how Proust dwelled on the "mute language of clothes." 

"The Black Prince of Elegance," Steele's analysis of dandyism in the life and work of Baudelaire, 

illuminates the changing meaning of men's dark apparel in the era of high capitalismxlii. The french 

intellectual scene has always been filled with people who cares about their look. From Baudelaire 

who are often referred to as the 'Dark Prince of Decadence' to Jean Francois Lyotard and Jacques 

Derrida. Houellebecq however, seems to live on the other end of the spectrum, not only that he 

seems like he doesn't care, but he seems to make a point looking as 'whatever' as possible. 

Some critics has also mentioned that none of this would work nearly so well were Houellebecq not 

such a hoot playing himself — or at least a shambling, sad-sack version of himself, at once 

bolstering and gently skewering his self-perpetuated image of the author as misanthropic recluse. 

(More than one critic in Berlin likened Houellebecq’s screen persona to that of a Gallic Larry 

David.) according to  Scott Foundas, Variety.comxliii 

In another interview, Suzie Mackenzie wrote “Just over a year ago, BBC Bristol, in the shape of 

arts producer Louise Wardle, came up with the rather brilliant idea of making a television 

documentary about Michel Houellebecq (pronounced Wellbeck), the French novelist whose books, 



Whatever (1994) and Atomised (1998), had, in Wardle's words, "stunned a liberal establishment 

who didn't know how to take him". "Stunned" is a good word, and the fact that Houellebecq is a 

particularly unstunning, monosyllabic, frequently drunk fortysomething-year-old who has been 

known to make passes at interviewers, might add a bit of tension to the conventional portrait of the 

man of belles-lettres. Anyway, there would be enough good-looking, Armani-clad, French 

intellectuals chipping in their 10 euros-worth to add whatever aesthetic and theorising chic 

Houellebecq himself failed to provide.”xliv 

Andrew Pulver from The Guardian describes Houellebecq in one of his interview as “– spindly, 

unkempt and defiantly uninterested in  his personal appearance – restricts himself to gnomic 

utterances and sly drags on his e-cigarette.”xlv

Now we should take a closer look as to what the critics has expressed regarding Houellebecq and 

how his dressing style changed over the last 20 years. 

Pic. 9 Pic.109

9 http://blogi.magazynwino.pl/wielezynska/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Michel-Houellebecq-Monoprix.jpg



Pic. 1110 Pic.1211

10 http://www.babelio.com/users/AVT_Michel-Houellebecq_7037.jpeg
11 http://www.cozette.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/houellebecqPhotoW-175x300.jpg



Pic.1312 Pic.1413

12 http://www.gettyimages.se/detail/nyhetsfoto/french-writer-michel-houellebecq-attends-el-secuestro-de-
nyhetsfoto/453955172

13 https://timedotcom.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/454470018.jpg?quality=80&w=1100



From the pictures we can see that Houellebecq style changes as the society and his personal life 

changes, one of the most notable change here is after the 2008 crisis which impact hit Europe 

around 2010. From 2010 onwards, Houellebecq has been dressing more and more 'hobo'-ish, which 

could be related to the increase in the numbers of homeless people in Europe after the financial 

crisis. 

For this Project I interviewed 2 homeless people from Stockholm at Centralen T-bana on the 1 st of 

May 2015 and asked a few information about who they are. 

Subject 1: 

Gender: Female

Origin: Sweden

Homeless for: 1.5 years 

Reason: In debt because of heart operation and missed some meetings with the social service 

therefore she lost all her social security benefits and funds. (possible drug addiction) 

Currently living in: Shelter in Stockholm 

Source for clothes: Church, NGOs and personal donations from people. 

Style: She still cares to look good and wants to look good although practicality and the need to keep 

warm comes first. 

Subject 2: 

Gender: Male

Origin: Sweden

Homeless for: 3 years 

Reason: Wife kicked him out of the house which resulted in him losing his job. Currently on a 

monthly grant of 1100SEK from the social service. 



Currently living in: Shelter in Stockholm, although he admitted that living in the street is better than  

in shelter because of the terrible conditions found in the shelters (thief, drugs, gang).

Source for clothes: Church, NGOs. 

Style: Doesn't care about style at all as long as it keeps him warm. 

Below are  pictures of homeless people what we have today in European cities. 



(From top left to right: Pic. 1514,1615,1716,1817,1918,2019,2120,2221

Based on the research I would like to name my collection 'Whatever', referring to Michel 

Houellebeqc book. This decision is made because I want to use Houellebeqc as my muse, the same 

way that male artist or designers has used women as their muse for centuries. 

Some of the important key points that I've observed from looking at the homeless way of dressing 

are: 

– Slouch: Homeless people can't afford to buy new crisp clothes nor do they have the means to 

iron or washed their clothes properly which resulted in a worn and slouchy look. This goes 

against the crisp, well pressed and well made clothes that seems to be the ideal in the fashion 

world.

– Oversize: 'Bad' fit. Homeless people can't afford to buy or get clothes that fits them perfectly 

because they can only get whatever it is that people donated to them. This goes against the 

notion of 'perfect' fit that prevailed in the fashion industry.

– Layering: Because being homeless means that you will have to spend the majority of your 

time outdoor and it gets really cold especially in Europe, a lot of homeless people decided to 

put layer upon layer on their body to keep warm, creating a bulky look that goes against the 

slim and trimmed silhouette preferred by the fashion industry. 

– Raw edges: A lot of the clothing that the homeless wore has raw edges on them because 

they're so worn out. These are basically the clothes that most people think shouldn't be worn 
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anymore in a polite society which is why they donated them away. By incorporating this 

details into the collection it will create a look against what's considered to be the norm. If  

raw edges can be considered fashionable, maybe we will think twice before throwing out 

our old piece of clothing. 

– Menswear detailing: Because most homeless has to put layer upon layer on them, it is not 

practical for them to pick womenswear clothing because of their relatively small size 

compared to menswear. Menswear allow a straighter and more streamlined fit which is 

perfect if you need to put a lot of layers. 

– Mix and match: Homeless people doesn't have the choice to create a cohesive look on their 

clothing because they can only get what people gave them. It creates a mix and matched or 

rag picking look. Often in fashion, we see a well matched ensemble, where one outfit can 

only be worn with another which made people buy more in order to have a cohesive look. If 

we incorporate a rag tag aesthetic into the collection the customer will buy less because 

everything will fit with everything else. 

– One size fits all: I'd like to make the collection in one size fits all so we can show how 

human bodies are different by the way the clothing fits. It also illustrates the inability for 

homeless people to find something in their size and they will have to make do with clothes 

that doesn't fit them. 

From this observation we clearly see that some of the 'hobo' aesthetic can prove to be a solution to 

the consumer society, as also has been practiced by Houellebeqc. The more we accept that this type 

of aesthetic exist, the less we will feel that we need to buy new and better fashion every month. By 

accepting that things deteriorate and that there's a beauty in it we appreciate more of what we have. 



Having said that, I understand that there has been a lot of debate regarding using marginalized 

group of people as a source of inspiration. The fashion industry especially critiqued a lot for 

'cultural appropriation.' It tends to happen when you take a complex issues and using it's symbolism 

just as 'additions' for your designs or just as another fashion 'trends' without having any regards 

regarding the marginalized group themselves. One example is Givenchy Fall/Winter 2015-2016, 

themed 'Chola Victorian' which uses inspiration from chola girls, who are usually a member of 

Latina gang. Phillip Picardi argues that “It is cultural appropriation to use “chola” as an inspiration 

for a show, or a beauty look, and then largely ignore the women who've popularized the look you’re 

riffing.”xlvi 

Pic. 2222, 'Chola Victorian' Givenchy AW 15

Although, not all cultural fashion inspiration are cultural appropriation. Some of them are used to 

create attention towards certain social issues. For example, as mentioned earlier in the report, Rei  

Kawakubo made a collection titled 'Hiroshima Chic' to show the world what happened to the 
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victims of the atom bombs and to show the life ruined by it. At the time it was such a new aesthetic 

that it shocked everyone therefore creating more attention towards the issue. Another example is the 

collection 'Voss' by Alexander McQueen, it took inspiration from mentally ill people and the show 

itself were staged in an asylum. But instead of making cultural appropriation of this mentally ill  

people, McQueen used the show to create awareness and critics towards the perpetual quest of 

beauty, of people driving themselves 'mad' for beauty by doing plastic surgery, face lift, etc. He 

achieved this by dressing his models with facial bandage to symbolize face lift, and the models 

were going around the runway looking deranged. To top it off he ended the show revealing another 

cube which opened up to reveal a portly nude woman, her face covered by a mask, breathing 

through a tube, surrounded by fluttering moths. 

Pic. 2323 'Voss' Alexander McQueen, SS 2001 

This type of cultural appropriation is exactly what I'm trying to avoid with this project, this is the 

reason why I worked closed with the homeless people by conducting interview with them and 
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creating a way on how these type of aesthetic can reflect the current time and how it can be used as 

an alternative to curb consumerism. I think cultural appropriation happens when a culture is taken 

out of context only as an superficial aesthetic with no meaning or value behind it. And that is not 

what I'm proposing with my project at all. 

What I'm trying to propose with my project relate closer to what is called “Critical Design”. 

According to Anthony Dunne & Fiona Raby, “Critical Design uses speculative design proposals to 

challenge narrow assumptions, preconceptions and givens about the role products play in everyday 

life. It is more of an attitude than anything else, a position rather than a method. There are many 

people doing this who have never heard of the term critical design and who have their own way of 

describing what they do. Naming it Critical Design is simply a useful way of making this activity 

more visible and subject to discussion and debate.”xlvii According to Dunne and Raby, critical design 

was first started under several guise. One of the earliest was the Italian Radical Design of the 1970s 

which was highly critical of prevailing social values and design ideologies. During the 1990s there 

was a general move towards conceptual design which made it easier for noncommercial forms of 

design like critical design to exist, this happened mainly in the furniture world, product design is 

still conservative and closely linked to the mass marketxlviii. 

As been stated before, critical design in the commercial, mass market section hasn't been explored 

yet. The problem with critical design which the majority of the works are limited to 'essays' and 

exhibition spaces is that it only reached a limited audience. Therefore I am sticking with fashion 

design and the mass market in order to have a broader reach of audience. Because my project is also 

made with regards to commerciality, people will have the chance to buy the products and embrace 

the value and criticism offered by the project. It will give them the starting kit to reflect on their  

daily consumption habit and the tools (in this case, the clothes that are created to be worn for a 

longer period of time with the rag tag aesthetic) to help them change said habit.



Sketches

After analizing pictures of homeless people, I started with the sketches that resemble the key points 

that I've noted from the observation. 

Pic 2424

The first step of sketching is to decide a key look and silhouette as shown above. I started by 

deciding what kinf of silhouette I would like to have, in this case, a somewhat cocoon silhouette 

with rounded edges and oversized look. Then I try to decide which piece I want to focus on, and for 

the collection I choose to focus on the coats because it's an important piece to help deliver the look 

that I wanted. On this collection I work in a way that all looks should go cohesively with one 

another means that any piece of garment could be paired with another piece from the collection and 

they will still go together. 
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Look 1.

Pic.2425

First sketches for the first look. I came up with the idea of an oversized great coat after visiting 2nd 

hand stores. The coat will have raw edges. The undershirt dress will be made from stretch rib fabric 

and will also have raw finishing on the pipings. 

Pic.2526

Next is the sketch for the whole look. I decided to pair the coat and dress with a grey hoodie too to 

give it more layering. On the right is the final look and colour for look 1. 
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Look 2. 

Pic.2627

First sketches for the 2nd look. This look consist of a long relaxed jacket preferably in jersey fabric 

with an oversized knitter sweater inside. 

Pic.2728

Final sketch for look 2 with the jersey fabric that is going to be used and the knitted fabric. I 

decided to go with the v-neck sweater for variety in the collection.  
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Look 3. 

Pic.2829

Look 3 started with an off shoulder slouch jacket,  an oversized shirt and an oversized tailored 

pants. I was thinking about doing the jacket in wool and the pants in jersey at first. 

Pic.2930

I ended up changing the pants in the final sketches because the initial pants didn't turn out good in 

the prototype. The current pants are fastened by drawstrings and I chose to made the pants and 

jacket as a suit. 
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Look 4. 

Pic. 3031

Look 4 consist of a pleated shirt and a modified jeans. The shirt design started as a normal shirt 

which later turn into a batwing shirt. The modified jeans will be made by 2nd hand jeans that will be 

dyed and patched with neoprene fabric to create a more contemporary street look. 

Pic. 3132

The final look has the Loose shirt and dark jeans with elastic and mesh neoprene side patch. 
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Look 5. 

Pic. 3233

Look 5 consist of an oversized hood and a grandpa undershirt dress. The hood were planned to be 

made on jersey fabric but ended up made in a mix of mesh neoprene and jersey. The dress itself will 

be made by thin jersey fabric. 

Pic. 3334

For the final look I ended up adding a shirt to go with it to create a more layered and structured 

look. 
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Next is fabric samples. Choice of fabric is very important in order to achieve the look that I wanted. 

I'm focusing on heavier fabric such as wool and also jersey and rib fabrics because the wool will 

give the oversized feeling and warmth and jersey and rib fabrics will make it more comfortable and 

easy fit for different sizes. 

Pic. 3435

Before I finalize all the designs, I visited some second hand shops to try out different garments and 

see their fit. From this experience I figure out that menswear clothing has the closest fit to the 

silhouette that I wanted. 
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Prototypes

After all the designs are done, I started to create a pattern for the collection. For this project I  

choose to create the great coat. In order to achieve the easy, oversized look, I decided to make the 

pattern according to menswear pattern. 

Pic. 3536

After the patterns and pattern pieces are done I proceed to create the prototype of the actual 

garment.
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Prototype for Look 1. 

Pic. 3637 Pic. 3738

The coat prototype is made by using menswear pattern which then modified for a double breasted, 

dropped shoulder looked. The sleeves are especially tricky to adjust in order to create the right 

slouchy look. 

The hood prototype is also made by using menswear pattern for jersey fabric. It is made oversized 

with raglan sleeve for easy fit and with a higher neck to keep warm. It also has a front pocket.

The raw edge fitted tube dress that goes with it doesn't require prototype. 
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Prototype for Look 2. 

Pic. 3839

For the slouchy jacket in look 2, I am using the same pattern as the suit in look 3 only with 

extended length and different pocket. The suit is drafted using a menswear pattern and with dropped 

shoulder sleeves. 

The V-neck raw edged sweater dress that comes with this look doesn't require a prototype
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Prototype for Look 3. 

Pic. 3940 Pic. 4041

The suit is drafted using a menswear pattern and with dropped shoulder sleeves with single welt 

pocket detail. The shirt prototype is made using a classic menswear shirt pattern with dropped 

sleeves and oversized fitting. 

The pants pattern are made using an oversized easy 

fit menswear pattern which later modified with 

pleats and drawstring fastening. 

Pic. 4142
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Prototype for Look 4 

Pic. 4243

I was planning a different shirt to go with this look but during the prototyping stage I found out that 

it'll be too much so I decided to go with the classic menswear shirt pattern with dropped sleeves and 

oversized fitting. 

The modified jeans that comes with the look doesn't require prototype.
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Prototype for Look 5

Pic. 4344 Pic 4445

The hood prototype is also made by using menswear pattern for jersey fabric. It is made oversized 

with raglan sleeve for easy fit and with a higher neck to keep warm. It also has a front pocket.

The shirt prototype is made using a classic menswear shirt pattern with dropped sleeves and 

oversized fitting. 

The loose t-shirt dress that comes with the look doesn't require prototype.
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Final Garments and Lookbook Shoot

On this section we will see how the final garments look like with their correct fabric choices, 

alterations, and finishing. I will also explain why those choices were made. 

For the shoot itself, I choose to do a simple frontal shoot with minimal posing in order to show the 

garments more. I also did the shoot with both garments being worn by a male and female model to 

show the fit range of the garments. How can fit different people with different body types and how 

the look change depending on who's wearing them. 

Measurement for the models are as follows: 

Female:

Height: 170cm

Size: XS/34/UK6 

Male: 

Height: 185cm 

Size: M-L/50-52/UK40-42



Final look 1 

Pic.4546 Pic.4647

For the coat I decided to use a heavy black wool to create the tailored look and 6 buttons for the 

double breasted closing. The garment also give more warmth because of the thick fabric. 

For the hood I used a heavy grey jersey to create a more street look, it also function to give more 

comfort and easy fit. 

The rib dress inside has a raw finishing to create a more hobo look and it also fit both sizes easily. 

The reason why the male model look is without the hood is because the fit will be too tight for him 

with the thick hood inside. 
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Final look 2 

Pic. 4748 Pic. 4849

The long jacket are made from thick grey jersey to create the slouchy and more sporty look and also 

to provide comfort. 

The v-neck sweater inside is made from knitted fabric and with raw edge to create a more hobo look 

and finishing. 

I also add a mesh neoprene rucksack to complete the look. 
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Final look 3 

Pic. 4950 Pic. 5051

For this look, I decided to use the same random pinstripe pattern in wool for the pants and suit to 

create a more tailored look. 

The suit has a raw edge finishing for a more worn look and a welt pocket detail. I decided to match 

the left and right pinstripe for the suit as well to create a more cohesive look. 

The pants has front pleats and a drawstring closure for easy fit and oversized look. 

The shirt inside is made from a cotton and polyester blend fabric with small dots embroidery in it. It  

has an oversized look as well.
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Final look 4 

Pic. 5152 Pic. 5253

For this look, I decided to change the shirt from a pleated oversized shirt to an oversized shirt with 

no pleats because the pleats is too much for the look. The shirt is made from a cotton and polyester 

blend fabric with small dots embroidery in it. 

The pants are modified second hand jeans that I dyed, and reconstruct. I added a mesh side panel for 

more oversized look and an elastic front waistband for easy fit. The easy fit is also achieved by 

removing the front pocket which creates a flexible room for fit. 
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Final look 5 

Pic. 5354 Pic. 5455

I decided to make the hood in a semi transparent black mesh neoprene to create a more street and 

modern look. It also provide a good silhouette for the look. 

The shirt inside is made from a cotton and polyester blend fabric with small dots embroidery in it. It  

has an oversized look as well.

The grandpa undershirt oversized dress is made from thin and very comfortable jersey with raw 

edges to create a slouchy easy fit look. 
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Reflection & Conclusion 

From this project we can clearly see the close relationship between fashion and socio-economics, 

and although I wanted to create a critical, 'anti-fashion' project, I can't escape the notion of 

commercialism. No matter how 'anti-fashion' I want it to be, I still need to be able to sell the 

garments if I want to get my message across because fashion that doesn't sell is fashion that nobody 

cares about, and when nobody cares about your statement then it doesn't matter what statement 

you're trying to make. 

The hardest part of this project is to find the right balance or critics and acceptance. The extra  

tutoring with Behnaz Aram has helped me in this regards, she taught me more about how to create a 

commercial success and how to make collection based on such a rag tag aesthetic looks 

professional, which is very important for my project, because even though my collection is inspired 

by the homeless people, it can't literally look homeless. 

For example even though I am incorporating a slouchy and oversized look, it has to be the right 

slouchy and oversized look which resulted in a lot of experiments trying to find the 'right' fit. 

Another feature will be the raw edges, even though I want to have a raw edge but I can't put raw 

edges on fabrics that will fray too easily, I have to do small stitching near the edges so it won't fray 

to much and people will be able to wear them for longer. And even if I want to do a mix and match 

collection, they still have to be versatile pieces that are actually wearable with a lot of different  

items of clothing that are not made by me, because if not what's the point of the aesthetic? 

I found this process to be very intriguing, how we can find the balance between being critical, more 

sustainable and yet still commercially sound. How to deliver an aesthetic based on things that 

people didn't want anymore and elevate it into something practical, desirable and long lasting. And 

how to deliver a critical message without being condensending. How to go against the stream and 

yet still be accepted enough so people will pay attention to it. 

With all the intricacies of our modern world with the speed of change that we are in today, it is very 

hard to create something different or exciting if we didn't look a little deeper. Anything superficial  

has been done over and over again to the point of exhaustion. I think it is important for designers 

today to look deeper into the underlying issues that shapes our society, I believe that it's the only 

way for designers to create something different which are precisely the thing that has been lost in 

the fashion world for a while now.  
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